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Spam Thinking
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Jane and Bob
Grafe
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Becky Johnson
Jan Bogue
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Kitty Barksdale
Janic Terry

2 Corinthians 10:5
says, “We are destroying speculations and
every lofty thing raised
up against the
knowledge of God,
and we are taking eveThe Rev. M. Scott Davis ry thought captive to
the obedience of
Christ.” Early in my Christian life I embraced the discipline of taking thoughts
captive unto the obedience of Christ.
This, of course, was seldom easy and I
was not always successful, lassoing the
myriad of thoughts that passed through
my mind daily.
As I have grown in
Christ, He has given me
permission to process and
consider ideas and concepts that I might not have
allowed myself the freedom to do earlier in life.
At times I would step outside the boundaries of
good, safe, Biblical thinking. When this happened I would usually
move back towards to the cross, finding
my center in Jesus.
Recently the Lord told me that it was
time to focus solely on the center again—
Jesus. Because I am an oldest child and
because of my role as pastor/priest, I had
begun to believe the lie that I would be
irresponsible to not process each and every thought that crossed the threshold of
my mind. I would reason that it would be
irresponsible not to at least try to find solutions to each and every care that lumbered across my thought life.

The Lord used the concept of emails as
a parable to remind me to take captive
every thought. I average sixty five emails
a day—fifty are spam and fifteen in my
inbox. The Spirit said, “How wise would
it be to open, ponder, process, and reply
to every email that arrives on a given
day? It would take half the morning just
to go through the spam. It would be foolish to carefully read, process, and reply to
each piece of spam or advertisement. The
Lord showed me that I was being wiser
about managing my emails than I was
about my thoughts. Each day I took most
emails captive and did it quickly so why
not do the same with my thoughts as
well?
Each morning I review my spam folder
and scan the subject line
so that nothing important has mistakenly
ended up there. I then
delete the spam with the
click of a button. It
takes forty five seconds
to process the spam. I
then go to the inbox and
scan the senders, deleting car dealership
ads, life insurance ads, and invitations to
meet Russian women. That takes another
thirty seconds and finally I have the gold.
There are usually five or six emails out of
sixty five that are important. The rest are
spam. The same is true with our thinking.
Researchers believe that the average
human being has between fifty to seventy
thousand thoughts per day. I wonder
what percentage are spam? The Lord
helped me realize that I do not need to
process every thought that crosses my
mind. I am not being irresponsible by not
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worrying over them or taking action
on them. Satan tempts us with
thoughts that
are nowhere
close to what
the Lord would
have us think.
With this
realization, I
again embarked
on taking each thought captive unto
the obedience of Christ. I quickly
realized that it was not enough to
delete spam thoughts. Nature abhorred a vacuum and quickly filled
the void with its own agenda. The
moment I realized that I was processing a new thought and that it
was not edifying, I immediately replaced it with a verse from Scripture. It did not matter if the Scripture pertained to the thought or
not—Scripture was a sword that
divided soul and spirit. Each time a
stray thought passed through my
mind, I would counter it with God’s
Word. For over a week the only
verse that immediately presented
itself was Proverbs 3:5— “Trust in
the Lord with all my heart and lean
not on my own understanding.”
This week, every stray thought was
intercepted with Psalm 23:1LB,
“Because the Lord is my shepherd I
have…”. That is right, I have rather than I need. There is a power
that begins to emerge when we take
every thought captive unto the obedience of Christ. If you believe the
lie that you do not know any verses
of Scripture then pray the Lord’s
Prayer. It is Scripture. Ignore spam
and replace it with something eternal. Romans 8:6 NASB says, “ For
the mind set on the flesh is death,
but the mind set on the Spirit is life
and peace…” Blessings, Scott +
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June 5-Cinqo de Junio
Mexican Pot Luck following church-Bring a side
dish, toppings for
tacos, tortillas or
dessert. Ole!

-

June Birthdays
2 Matt Castellano
7 Elisabeth Davis
8 Peggy Gunderson
CJ Kriner’s memorial service will be Monday, June
6 at 3pm with
visitation at
2pm. If you can
bring something
for the reception following please let Sue Anne
Davis know: 753-5034.

.]

Starts

June 19

Grace Church begins live

streaming the sermon and

parts of the service beginning
June 19. Only the rector

Apologies to John
Wickliffe (Jack) Skinner
for misspelling his name.

and possibly the back of a
few heads will be seen. If,

however, you are in witness
protection or having a bad

hair day you may want to sit
in the back half of the

Women’s
Wednesday
Bible Study
will begin a
study on
Titus- June 1

church, just in case. Video

and audio recordings of the

sermons, can be found any-

time at www.visitgrace.net.

